
1. Always check your tire pressure before a run on the Dragon. It will never be as important as here.

2. Wear FULL protective gear: a suit with armour, helmet, gloves (with Kevlar), boots, etc.. . if you don't and you go down.. you will regret it..
potentially forever.

3. Stay in YOUR lane - and there are a few good reasons... some obvious.. some not. (1). Yes, you might shave a hair off your time by "cross-laning",
but keep this in mind... Riding the Dragon fast takes 100% concentration. If you are drifting across lanes and there happens to be another rider
coming the opposite direction, as soon as he sees you in HIS lane.. he may lose HIS concentration and perhaps go down or take you down. His life is
not worth your 1 second of shaved time. (2) you may take out somebody else, and (3).. You could die.

4. If another rider is on your ass... when appropriate, wave them past. No matter how good you THINK you are.. somebody is always faster or
stupider. Do not take it personally. You getting passed will not appear in any newspaper or the next issue of MCN.

5. As the Dragon is not a race track, there will be police. I find that they usually set up their radar traps on the few straights or at the bottom of the
hill on the Tennessee side... almost never in the curves. To avoid handfuls of tickets... SLOW DOWN on the straights.

6. Try not to scare the shit out of the cages you are going to pass. They may be old.. they may be looking for a place to move out of your way.. they
may be an undercover cop. Be courteous. Try to both flash your lights as a warning that you are going to pass and WAVE after your pass is
successful. About 60-70% of the cages on the Dragon will actually pull over for you when they find a spot. If you/we continually piss off the locals..
sooner or later our party will come to an end.

7. If you are not feeling 100%.. both physically and mentally... sit this one out...The Dragon senses your weaknesses and will strike if you are
vulnerable.

8. Braking!!! Ideally.. you should not have to use your brakes at all if you keep your bike in the right gear with the engine spinning at the right
speed. This is a personal issue. Many track schools teach one way.. some teach others. If I have to brake, I try to have ALL done before dropping into
a curve. If corrections have to be made mid-corner.. I use either ONLY the rear or if I have too much speed.. BOTH.. never just the front in mid-
curve or you have a good chance of lowsiding.

9. Rather than riding full out and trying to make better times (if that is your goal...) work on your technique at slower speeds. THINK about what
you are doing, analyze AFTER the ride, then practice.

10. The Dragon is not a race track and conditions change quickly. Shadows will strain your vision, gravel (while not common) appears after rains in
some curves, furry little critters scramble out in front of the unsuspecting, a shady area may still be wet if early, and sometimes you'll find oil or
antifreeze where a cage has either spewed or another rider has crashed.

11. Many SUV's, pick-ups, etc have large mirrors that stick way out. If you are hugging the centre line your head may come into close contact with
these mirrors - not a good thing unless you want to eat pudding and drool for the rest of your life. Try to stay centered or to the outside of your lane
if possible.

12. Don’t go blowing by the overlooks....bikes and cars are always pulling in and out... and coppers too.

13. Ride the Dragon on Tuesday, Wednesday or Thursday, fewer bikes and fewer police. I first rode the dragon 10 years ago when it was still fairly
unknown. Speed limit was 55 with nary a cop in sight. Now police jump out of the woods taking video and speed limit is down to 35.

14. Check your mirrors before you pull out for a pass/overtake, so you don't get zapped by a 23 year old on an R1.

15. Avoid the painted lines when the pavement is wet. They are extremely slippery.

These tips are from Jerry Finley at “Pirates Lair” (http://pirateslair.net).

Deal's Gap (a.k.a... the Tail of the Dragon) is arguably one of the finest motorcycle road in
the US. It is located in the beautiful Smoky Mountains at the Tennessee / North Carolina
Border, where US 129 intersects NC 28. The numbers speak for themselves... 318 turns in 11
miles and not a single curve is like the previous. Riding the Dragon is a lot of fun. Riding it fast
is a challenge which brings warriors from all over the world to try their skills against it...
including me. Crashes are common on EVERY given weekend (as the Tree of Shame bares
witness) and more than a few have lost their lives while doing battle. First timers should be
cautious… to say the least!

Speeding on a motorcycle is always risky and should only ever be done only in an
appropriate venue by experienced motorcyclists who know their own (and their bike's)
limitations. The rider should ask himself.. "Would I be able to live with both the legal and
physical consequences and ramifications should things go horribly wrong?" Think about it.. Is it
worth it? To some of us the answer is.. Yes.. Absolutely. Remember your actions affect not only
you, the rider but also your friends, family, ex-wives and their lawyers.

The tips below are an accumulation of proven helpful tips contributed by a vast group of
experienced and seasoned riders who have ridden the Dragon. Some are obvious... some not.
My hope is that after perusing these tips, at the very least, you'll be a safer, more informed
Dragon fighter.

Last Minute Notes On: How To Survive the Tail of the Dragon


